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VIDEO: Iguana Gets Brain, Body Workout

The animal finds an item and gets rewarded; keeps its brain fresh.

Oceanside-Camp Pendleton, CA

By Mirna Alfonso (Patch Staff) October 6, 2015

An Anegada ground iguana named Gus participated in a “target training” session with a reptile keeper Tuesday

morning at the San Diego Zoo; an exercise to keep his brain fit and reinforce positive behavior and training.

During these sessions, a keeper asks the 31-year-old Gus to walk to a spot where a target is placed. Once Gus

successfully completes the behavior, the keeper hits a clicker, letting the iguana know he did what was asked of him,

and then the keeper rewards him with a special treat of sweet potato to positively reinforce the behavior.

“Target training is extremely beneficial for Gus’ well-being,” said Joey Brown, reptile keeper at the San Diego Zoo.

“The training provides exercise and mental stimulation for the animal, and allows him to exhibit natural behaviors like
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foraging and climbing on rocks. It also allows us to train him to move from one location to another on his own

initiative.

“With this training, we can target him to move into his warm cave on cold nights or to walk into a crate in the event we

need to take him to the veterinary hospital for blood draws or medical procedures.”

More from Oceanside-Camp Pendleton Patch

It took just a little more than a month to train Gus, with two to three sessions per week for about 10 minutes, officials

said.

The Anegada ground iguana, native to Anegada Island in the British Virgin Islands, is a critically endangered species

with an estimated population of just 200 individuals remaining in the wild.

These iguanas have to compete with free-ranging livestock for vegetation, and avoid feral dogs and cats that prey on

them, zoo officials said.

Photo, video courtesy of San Diego Zoo
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